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Tenerife is one of the liveliest and most colorful islands of the 7 popular Canary Islands, quite loved
by its tourists. Visited by over 5 million tourists every year, Tenerife continues to be the most visited
island of the country.

Tenerife has a great temperate climate with lots of sunshine, beautiful sandy beaches and exotic
natural sights. Thanks to its bright climate round the year, it has become a perfect choice for all
seasons and not merely winters. It is a tourist destination by all means and since its economy runs
on tourism the citizens here welcome the tourists with great pleasure.

Tenerife presents a beautiful blend of diverse cultures and ethnicities. There are luxury hotels that
offer great food and entertainment at reasonable rates. Tenerife is popular for its wide variety of
vegetable and exotic fruit plantations. Tenerife is a land of volcanoes too and this has made its soil
extremely fertile. The abundance of indigenous crops production has made the cuisines here more
delicious, fresh and naturally less expensive. 

Tenerife holidays stand for luxurious stay, exotic food and great entertainment at wide ranging
prices. During the winter months, beginning from December, you will find some of the cheapest
holidays to Tenerife as well as its nearby islands.  Lot of tourists fly in from UK and other European
countries during this time of the year to escape the extreme winter weather. Tenerife has a
moderate temperature of 21C which remains more or less stable throughout the year.

Its nearness to UK has made it a favorite tourist location for the British. Being a tourist location, the
government has introduced several tourism development and environmental preservation steps.
Accordingly, no hotels below 5-star quality are built in the island.

If you are looking for cheap holidays, Tenerife is your best bet. Even for a last minute booking,
Tenerife offers some of the cheapest holidays you can get. You can easily find luxurious stay at
good rates as well as discounted flight charges during the peak seasons. You can even plan long
vacation with your family at subsidized costs.  There are many wonderful resorts, romantic hideouts
and entertainment venues across the island that will keep you coming back every year.

Mount Teide with its breathtaking views located in the National Park is one of the popular tourist
attractions of Tenerife. Next would be the famous party capital of the island, Playa de las AmÃ©ricas.
Many people visit the island just to join the nonstop festivities of this tourist center which has
become one of the most visited tourist destinations in the whole of Europe. Playa de las Americas is
popular for its nightlife, surfing and several other fun filled water sports.

If you are in Tenerife you canâ€™t miss the amazing wild life located at Loro Parque also known as the
parrot park. The island is also noted for its monuments, ancient churches and cathedrals,
archeological sites, cave paintings and historic sites. In short, Tenerife holidays are more than worth
the time and money you spend on them.
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Edmund Brunetti - About Author:
For gathering more info about a cheapest holidays or also about a Tenerife holidays and a cheap
holidays to Tenerife, please check out these links.
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